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Gov't. Funding Study
Gets Mixed Reaction

By RICHARD GURLITZ
Differences of opinion

surround the Anderson Report
on government funding at
Hopkins. Reactions to the report
range from praise to disregard.
A major consideration in

calling for the Anderson report
to investigate the methods
which the University

Milton S. Eisenhower

obtained government funds.
A similar report was ordered

last October by a resolution of
the Board of Trustees, to
investigate the extent to which
the government funds affect
University policy.

Earlier this week, Dr. Steven
Muller termed the Anderson
Report as "very incomplete"

adding that he had sent it back
to Anderson for further work.
On Tuesday of this week,

Muller defended the Anderson
Report and said it contained
muchglew information.

Excellent Study
President Eisenhower noted,

"The Anderson study is an
excellent study of all existing
Federal action affecting all
universities."
The Board of Trustees,

however, seem to disregard the
report altogether. Mr. Alonzo G.
Decker Jr., a member of the
Board, stated that he had never
heard of the report. The same
response was indicated from
other members of the Board
who were questioned on the
matter.
The Anderson Report was

originated in the spring of 1970
by then President Lincoln
Gordon. It was intended as a
study of the channels through
which the University could
obtain Federal funds.

Government Restrictions
In October of that same year,

the Board of Trustees called for
an investigation of the
University's ties with the
government, with an intent to
-disclose restrictions placed upon
the University by the
government.

(continued on page 5)

Food Service Boycott
Rejected by SC Vote

By BOB ROMNEY
In its meeting last Monday

night, the Student Council
rejected a motion to support the
Levering Hall food services
boycott, and heard a proposal to
centralize all student
government funds.

S.C. Vice President Esta Baker
announced that the
Youngbloods will appear at
Hopkins October 15 or 16. She
also discussed her ideas for a
social calendar. She revealed that
for the calendar to be successful,
the business community of
Baltimore would have to be
asked for support through
advertisements.

Reject Boycott
A food boycott proposal was

rejected because S.C. members
contended that a successful
boycott would result in no food
service.
Esta Baker initially

commented, "The food is devoid
of any nutritional value." Since
the boycott is already in
progress, council members
debated whether or not Student
Council should actively support
the boycott. Many council
members felt that if the boycott
was successful, no food service
would be provided at all.

Sophomore Representative
Hoffman proposed a central

fund for all undergraduate
student government
organizations. According to
Hoffman's plan, each
organization would have a
budget, but would be able to
draw more than its regular
allocation with approval of the

other organizations.
Since the Student Council

expects to receive no financial
support from the administration
in the next school year, the S.C.
members noted that the
proposed student activities fee
hike would restore the council's
$10,000 cut from last year.
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Decision by December 

Bologna Center In Doubt
By CHRIS HELMERS

A tabled bill- in the Italian
senate and ad hoc citizens'
groups hold the key to the
future of the School of
Advanced International Studies
branch in Bologna, Italy
The Bologna branch showed a

deficit of $30,000 last year, and
if no new funds are forthcoming
this year, the deficit will amount
to over $80,000, forcing the
closing of the school.
Thomas Hugo, business

manager of SAIS, said, "We're
keeping our fingers crossed." A
decision on closing will have to
be made by late December.
The Italian bill was passed by

the Chamber of Deputies a year
ago, but the upper house has not
yet acted upon it. The bill would
call for an annual appropriation
of $85,000 for the next five
years, to be paid by the Italian
government.

Possible Sources
Aside from the bill, two

other funding sources are
possible: a recently formed
"Leonardo da Vinci" Fund, a
University-sponsored drive to
raise funds for the school, and a
citizens' committee led by
Maryland Senator Charles
Mathias, seeking private donors
and trying to negotiate more
funds from the State
Department.
Dr. Milton Eisenhower

received the sum of $4.247
million in 1958 to begin the
program and maintain it for ten
years. Investment earnings from

SAIS center

some of the funds have enabled
it to remain active until this
year, when the money will run
out.
The school's annual budget is

estimated at $400,000. Past
deficits have been absorbed by
the Washington SAIS, but
national and University fiscal
troubles have made this no
longer possible, according to
Hugo.

Fund Sources
The program has been

supported by Italian funds, a
grant of $75,000 from the U.S.
State Dept., HEW money and
contributions from corporations
and individuals. The Italian bill
calls for an increase of $19.000
annually over previous
subsidizations.
The Bologna school is an

overseas extension of the
Washington-based SAIS, with
over 260 enrolled. The School

in Bologna, Italy

itself has been a graduate
extension of the Johns Hopkins
University since 1955, preparing
students for careers in foreign
service, international business
and teaching.

Dr. Eisenhower .said of the
SAIS program, "As sad as the
closing of the branch would be,
SA IS would still be the
greatest." He continued to say
that since most students do not
study European affairs, the
program shows that a good solid
school can be maintained
without outposts in other
sections of the world.
SAIS offers a unique 3-2

program, in which college
juniors enter the school and
graduate in two years with a
Master's degree in International
Studies.
The SAIS program, with a

mixed international enrollment,
was begun in 1945.

Concern For Attica Demonstrated
• By BILL WITTING
Concern on the Hopkins

campus for the killings at Attica
Prison was demonstrated in
yesterday's forum discussion in
Levering Hall.

Led by Rick Pfeffer of the
Political Science Department,
David Harvey of Geography and
Environmental Engineering, and
Steve Pepper from Art History,
faculty, students, and two
ex-convicts shared their
reactions to the tragedy and
discussed the implications which
it has for the entire society.

Speaking after the faculty
members, the two ex-convicts,
Vernon Dutton and Charley
Scott, discussed the
dehumanization and brutality
which, they say, can kill prison
inmates and can touch off prison
riots.

"People are beat up in the
Maryland Penitenteary every
day," Scott, who served seven
years there, told the 50 people
assembled before him. "But
when the frustration level builds
up, one beating can become very

meaningful."
Reminiscing about his own

participation in a prison revolt,
he stated, "I would gladly have
bashed in some guard's head
with a baseball bat because I
wanted to make someone feel
what I had been feeling for four
years."
Dutton, who spent ten

months in the city jail explained,

"They organize a riot to show
people in society what they are
going through."

Another of his comments
carried the ominous overtones
which the entire forum
embedded in the listener:
"Attica is just a part of the
revolution beginning in this
country."

Pfeffer attached a similar

significance to the Attica
incident: "Attica is an example
of the inhumane treatment of
prisoners; but it is also an
example of the class struggle in
this country."
In contrast with the

interpretation of the Attica riot
and killings as an expression of
the need for prison reform, his
interpretation incorporated the
socio-economic problems of the
society as a whole.
• Harvey carried this theme into
an analysis of the economic
crises currently plaguing the
country. Of the one half million
people in prisons, "most come
from inner city areas," he stated.
He warned that the situation

may be exacerbated in the near
future by welfare cutbacks and
other factors, manifestations of
what he termed "the emerging
philosophy among all sectors of
the national bureaucracy, that
the inner city is no longer worth
saving."

Pepper explained the situation
similarly: "The welfare rolls

(continued on page 4)Yesterday's Levering Hall meeting on Attica killings
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CAMPUS NOTES
QUICK PLAYS

Writing Seminar's class in
Problem Drama will present two
quick plays concerning the
Macke Food Service, under the
direction of Bob Arellano. They
will be performed in the Dining
hall adjacent to the Great Hall in
Levering on Fri., Sept. 24 at
noon and again at 1.

SIMCHA PARTY
The Hopkins-Goucher JSA

invites you to attend a Simcha
party, an evening of Jewish and
Israeli song and dance on
Saturday Sept. 25 at 8:30 in
Stimson Lounge at Goucher.
Buses, will leave the MSE library
at 8:00.

JOAN OF ARC
The Peabody Rock Opera

Ensemble will be performing
their very popular Joan of Arc in
East Hall, _Peabody
Conservatory. The showings are
at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. on Sunday.
There is no cost, but
contributions are encouraged.

ART FEST
. A two day art festival will be
held the 15 and 16 of October.
It will be held at 26th Street and
St. Paul. Exhibitors are needed
for all of the arts, as well as
some organizers. For
information call Robert Gautier,
2507 St. Paul, 366-4334.

B&M
31st & Guilford

Farnous

For Our

Submarine

Sandwiches

9a.m.-1 a.m.

ICLASSIFIED
Couple seeks couple to share
large house near Homewood
campus. S85/mo. Call Bob or
Barbara. Phone: 889-0568

Pay-glo Mural, 15ft x 10ft -
Landscape scene $20; 4ft
florescent fixture- $5,
Voyageur hiking boots, 81/2 EE
list for $30, sell for $15. Call
235-9338

TYPING SERVICE
Experienced in all forms of
typing - Reasonable rates -
Quick, accurate service - Call
Monday thru Thursday after 7
PM - 879-2347

I need help!!! Envelope
stuffers---part time. S25
guaranteed for every 100
envelopes you stuff. All
postage pre-paid. Send
stamped, self-addressed
envelope, plus S1.00 for
registration and handling to:
Allen King Corp.; P.O. Box
6525, Pgh, Penna. 15212.

. ISLAMIC BAZAAR NFS GRAD FELLOWSHIPS
The Islamic Society of The deadline is Nov. 29 for

Baltimore and the Muslim the submission of applications
Students Association of JHU for NSF grad fellowships, open
will hold a bazaar in the only to first year grad students
Levering Hall Dining Room on for the calendar year ending in
Sunday, Sept. 26 from noon the fall of 1972.
until 5 p.m. Foods and
handicrafts from different

countries will be available.
AWARE

There will be an AWARE
meeting Monday night at 8:30 in
Levering. All are invited to this
organizational meeting.
UNDERGRAD SCHOLARSHIPS

Information concerning the
Danforth, Watson and Marshall
Scholarships has been posted in
the Office of Undergraduate
Studies and in Hutzler Reading
Room. Notify either your
department chairman of the
undergrad dean. Deadlines for all
three scholarships fall in
October.

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
The Hopkins Women's lib

group will hold its first meeting
on Wednesday, Sept. 29 in the
Sherwood Room of Levering at
8:30. Linda Shopes, an activist
in Baltimore's women's
movement and editor of the
Women's Journal will speak.

FULBRIGHT HAYS
Application forms and

information concerning the
Fulbright Hays Scholarship may
be obtained in the Office of
Undergraduate Studies. The
deadline for filing applications is
October 20. Please be prompt in
making applications.

THE CATHOLIC COMMUNITY

ON CAMPUS
Fall Seminar:

"Theology of Experience"

An Exploration of the
Trends in Religious Consciousness
Rev. Phillip J. Cunningham, C.S.P.

Tuesdays 7:30 pm

NEWMAN HOUSE 2941 Charles

TONY ABATO Unisex Cutting

FOLLICLE
Bair Studio

837-7615 923 Charles St.

Important new magazine for today
... and today's college student

Sexual Behavior
A serrous magaz,ne devoted to authoutat,ve intormat.on about sex

Man and woman
at Yale

Duration of
intercourse

Debate: Abortion
on request?

Single girls
and sex

Sex Quiz

How to improve
marital sex

Impotence

Gambling and sex

Poverty and sex

Sex in older people

Answers to
questions

•
a photo by martin katz

Sunday, September 19 was the occasion of a unique dialogue between
students and police. The long-apathetic JHU .freshmen/women laid
down a message to the Baltimore City Police Dept. helicopter, the
"pork chopper." Communications broke down as the constabulary
made a third low pass over the quadrangle and the signalers broke
and ran for cover. It is believed that Sunday was a "first" in
communications and community relations history.

SPRING SEMESTER--ISRAEL
For Humanities Students

Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Study Centered in Jerusalem/Februray-June, 1972Limited to 30 students
Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.

Four courses/History, Literature, Archaeology, BibleEarn 16 credits
Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred

Cost: S2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel
Application deadline November 1st

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

ifte
RAW BONE

BOUTIQUE'
presents

LIVE

Maryland's largest

%till the smallest
prices

is the

RAW BONE

3122 Greenmount

243-0580

ON SALE NOW
on or near your campus
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Portrait 

Arons: Thoroughly Involved With Students
By HOWARD WEAVER

Susan Arons is neither a professor nor graduate

instructor, but her position as a lecturer in Romance

Languages involves her in undergraduate education as

thoroughly as anyone in the University community.

Currently beginning her third year at Hopkins, Arons

teaches four sections of elementary and intermediate

French each semester, a position which puts her in close

contact with over 100 undergraduates each year. Her

job, in contrast with most on campus, focuses entirely
on undergraduates.

In addition to teaching, her position includes the task
of formulating direction for the undergraduate French

program. In cooperation with Beatrice Birnbaum, who

fills the same position, she determines what the under-

graduates French program will offer each year.

Study-Teach in Italy

Arons earned an MAT degree from Hopkins, but spent

time in Italy--studying and teaching--before returning to

assume her present position. "I went to Italy to study

the language," she said, "but started working as a teach-

er when I ran out of money."
She spent some time in Rome teaching English in a

private school, but found the work limited in appeal.

"After so long you just get saturated with that kind of

thing," she commented. "I didn't find much challenging

about it."
Teaching, however, has been a life-long ambition for

her. An elective choice of language over math in junior

high school started her on the career she's followed

AVM,

°

Control panel of WJHU radio station

Susan Awns

since. "I find the study of language fascinating," she

said, "the literature, cultural studies, even the structure

and formation of the languages."
Arons enjoys working with undergraduates, citing the

attitudes and flexibility of first and second year students

Grad Wives, Biology

Run Recycling Project
By LINDA SHARP

Spurred by concern for the
environment and for the
increasing cost of solid waste
disposal, University apartment
residents and the Biology
Department are sponsoring a
recycling project for the
Hopkins community.
A collection center for glass

and metal is located on the
second floor of Mergenthaler
Hall, and centers for glass, metal
and paper collection are in the
basements of Bradford, McCoy,
and Wolman Halls.

"It's a successful project,"
said Joseph Geiger, executive
officer of the Biology
Department. He explained that
people supplement the glass
accumulated in the laboratories
with bottles and jars from home.
The project began last

November under the
coordination of Edith Reese of
the Graduate Wives Association
in the University- apartment
buildings. Initially a small
student-run glass recycling

operation, it branched out to
include the recycling of cans and
newspapers. The group also

' (continued on page 5)

as benefits of working with them. "There's a certain

wide-eyed curiosity in these students that gets lost as
people study more and grow more rigid mentally," she

said.

Valuable and Interesting

Working within this assumption—that languages are in-
teresting and valuable, and that students will respond to

• them if they're properly presented—she and her associ-
ates have worked on a continually evolving program of
undergraduate French "It's a challenge trying to create
a program which can deal effectively with teaching the
language to these students," she said. Although the lan-
guage requirement is no longer universal at Hopkins,
many students--due to departmental requirement or
graduate school aspirations—take a language course sim-
ply because they must. "These are the people we have to
make want to learn the language," Arons asserted.

Works of French Prose

The program they have developed—widely praised by
students in the classes—incorporates the study of gram-
mar, vocabulary, and verbal skills into the readings of
major works of French prose.
The "cloistered" atmosphere at Hopkins and the lack

of a real community on campus are surprising to Arons,
who is involved in activities on and off campus. In addi-
tion to meeting frequently and informally with students,
scheduling French movies and discussion meetings, she

also works as a volunteer at the People's Free Medical

Clinic.

WJHU Awaits FM Funds
By RICHARD BLAND

After two years of waiting to
go FM, WJHU, the student radio
station, has yet to receive
administration funds promised
in 1969.

The Development Office has
been unable to raise the
estimated $60,000 - $65,000
needed to set up a new station
and equipment needed. for FM
broadcasting.
'Lang Sturgeon, WJHU's

station manager, indicated that
the Development Office is still
actively approaching prospective
donors for the new money, but
has had no success as yet.

What's That Sound?

Sturgeon, however,
commented that "nobody
knows what the hell is going on
with Uncle Miltie's new Student
Union. We'll just have to wait
and see what happens."

In the meantime WJHU still
broadcasts from the basement of

the freshmen dorms, reaching
only dormitory students with
plug-in radios, and not what
they estimate as one million
persons an FM station could
reach broadcasting within a five

mile radius of campus.

Got a Maze

Chief Engineer Bill Gross
laments that the present
equipment is old and obsolete
and says he would welcome
$65,000 to buy new equipment.
He maintains, however, that the
money is not. the only problem,
pointing out that the current
quarters could not hold the FM
equipment. A location in the
new Student Union could solve
this problem, Gross maintained.
On top of these

considerations remains the
requirement of obtaining a new
license from the FCC, which,
according to Sturgeon,
"generally takes time."

There are about 100 members

of WJHU. most of them
freshmen. Programs generally
run from 7 a.m. to midnight or 1
a.m. with music running the
gamut :from classical to top
forty.

Got a List
David Ellis of the

Development Office stated that
the University is now researching
a list of "good prospects for the
funds." He added that the
money could come from
foundations or corporations.
WJHU could either receive

funds specifically donated for
the improvements or some of
the money ear-marked for the
Levering Hall student union
could be appropriated.
Sturgeon and the WJHU

Board of Control have been
meeting with the student
committee for the new Levering
Hall Student Union project in
hopes of eventually gaining
approval for an FM station in
the new facility.

Albright Was Distingushed Scholar
By BRENT MCLAUGHLIN
Dr. William F. Albright,

Hopkins professor emeritus and
one of the greatest and most
internationally famous
archaeQlogist and biblical
scholars of this century, died last
Sunday at the age of 80.
"He was the most

distingushed Orientalist in the
world. He influenced a whole
generation of biblical scholars in
this country," stated Dr. Delbert
Hillers, Near Eastern Studies.

Albright was chairman of this
department from 1929 until his
retirement in 1958, and held the
William W. Spence Chair of
Semitic Languages. Under his
direction, the Hopkins Oriental
Seminary became famous among

students in the Near and Middle
East fields as one of the best of
its time.

Dead Sea
During his more than sixty

years of archaeological research
and biblical studies, Dr. Albright
wrote more than 800 books,
pamphlets and scholarly articles.
Two of his outstanding
international contributions were
the Anchor Bible series, of
which he was senior editor, and
his confirmation of the
authenticity of the Dead Sea
scrolls in 1947.

Albright traveled all over the
world and was considered by his
associates to be a highly
respected and admired man. He,
travelled extensively throughout

Dr. William F. Albright

Israel and the Middle East, and
as an archaeologist served as
director of the American School
of Oriental Research in
Jerusalem from 1920-1929 and

1933-1936.
"He had a decisive influence

in Israel, Rome, and this
country," added Dr. Hillers.
Hillers was present when
Albright received Israel's highest
award for his contributions, and
noted that this was a memorable
honor for someone who was
"both an American and a
Gentile?'

Baltimore Medal
Among other honors

conferred upon Dr. Albright, the
most recent was the City of
Baltimore Medal for.
Distinguslied Contributions to-
Scholarship, Research and
Teaching. This award was the

first of its kind.
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Kleis New Editor For Hopkins Magazine
By BOB KRAVIS

Robert Armbruster,
controversial editor of the
prize-winning Johns Hopkins
Alumni Magazine, resigned this
summer after three and one half
years. Along with Armbruster
went his entire staff.
New editor Thomas J. Kleis

faces the burdens of staff
reduction and budget cut from
approximately $50,000 to
roughly $30,000. Kleis also
serves as the Director of the
Department of University
Publications, which 'handles the
production of brochures,
catalogs, and the quarterly Johns
Hopkins Journal.

Last year Armbruster was
removed from his position as the
editor of the Journal. President
Lincoln Gordon removed him
for refusal to allow Gordon to
edit the May, 1970 issue of the
paper. The issue in question

included coverage of the 1970
spring strike which Gordon
believed might cause adverse
alumni reaction.

Magazine Content
A reliable source in the

publication department reported
that there had been pressure
from the Administration
regarding controversial content
in the alumni magazine. The
source contended that such
content might alienate potential
contributors to the University
fund.
The magazine is a quarterly

publication with a circulation of
50,000. In the past it has ranked
within the top ten University
publications in the nation. It has
also won three consecutive
Atlantic Awards as well as
numerous citations.

No Propaganda
"Armbruster deserves my

total praise," commented Kleis.

But Kleis has several personal
goals. He said he is determined
to provide honest, objective, and
complete reporting of the
institution and its academic
community. Kleis asserted, "I
will not allow the magazine to
be administrative propaganda."

Short-Sighted

Last year • Armbruster
indicated that the desire for a
University publication as an
official organ is "short sighted".
He said, "People know when
they -are being given a line."
Under Armbruster's editorship
the Journal was named one of
the top five alumni publications
in the country:

Armbruster is now venturing
into the private publications ,
business. His assistant editor
Richard Weston has also started
a private publication.

Apathy To Attica Noted
(continued from page I)

must be cut by ten percent. This
means that prison rolls are going
to have to be increased by ten
percent because there is nowhere
else , for these people to
go."
,The professors pointed to the

political situation which pro—
duces conflicts leading up to an
Attica or a Kent State.
"The response of Governor

Rockefeller was to go in there
and kill," Harvey said. "This has
been the response of many of
those in authority to radical
action occurring as a result of
the economic squeeze in this
country. Rockefeller can act
that way because he can rely on
the parochialism of interests of
all groups in society."

It is the fault of all

Americans, not just the inner
city resident, that Attica
occurred, he concluded. In the
"parochialism of our own
interests, we don't feel
threatened."
He called attention to the

University: "Attica is an
institution; universities are
institutions; we responded to
Kent State; we did not respond
to Attica."

Apathetic Reaction

Pfeffer agreed: 'If you look to

Stop by and find out why
HARLEY'S SANDWICHES

are
THE REAL THING

HARLEY'S 3111 ST PAUL
OPEN LATE

Free
ABORTIONInformation,

Counselling, 

Referr'ADVICEFor confidential and
personal help cdll (212)838 0710

(c' nri°g-r-gr itIo ADVICE FOR WOMEN, INC.

afead d1.9e aweestp#
DISCOUNT PRICES

Perpetual Savings
• Maryland's Largest Record & Tape Dealer

• Phenomenal Rock & Blues Collections

• Comprehensive Jazz & Avant-Garde

Music, Both Domestic & Imported

• Complete Inventory on all Classical Lines

• Finest Rock & Classical Imports Section

2 LOCATIONS

the question of Attica on this
campus, there was scarcely a
ripple. I was going to call off
class, but I didn't. I repressed all
my feelings about Attica."
An escape from this

parochialism of interests, he
indicated, would serve to
"humanize the system."

Are You Jewish?
Are you at war with the
Vietnamese?
COME TO THE
HIGH HOLIDAYS
PEACE SERVICE
Sunday, September 26
8:00 p.m.
At the Jewish Community
Center
5700 Park Heights Ave.

Robert Armbruster

frosh elections
Freshman elections for

Student Council offices and class
officers will be held September
30 and October 1.

Nominations for these offices
have been open since last
Tuesday night, and can be
turned in until midnight of
Monday, September 27. All
nomination petitions must be
signed by at least 53 members of
the freshman class. They should

be turned in to Robert Belflower
at extension 681, or at Wilson
House, room 304.
The actual election will take

place in the Gilman Book Center
between 11:30 and 1:00 p.m.,
and at the Dorm Cafeteria
between 5 and 6 p.m. this
coming Thursday and Friday. If
a run-off is necessary, it will be
held on the following Monday
and Tuesday.

JAY'S SMOKE SHOP
Featuring

Commercial & Custom Blended

Tobaccos

408 W.,COLD 81..RING LANE BALTIMORE, MD. 21210

PHONE (301) 467-8002

Here's the most exciting coke-

lion (il 4-wheel drive vehicles

we've ever had That's because

we've never had vehicles with so

much power or so inuch styling.

Tougher guts means bigger en-

gines than ever belore, both

sixes and Brighter lixiks

mean nine contemporary colors

and sportier interiors—as well

as the all new Jeep Commando
Irmo end. One ol these Jeep
vehicles is right or xou. The
Commando. the Jeep sports utility
vehicle. the Wagoneer mr Bic Jeep
Truck Altogether. they make up
the best and strongest Jeep
vehicles in our history. Don't
wait until its too late. See us
today.

TouShest
4-letter word on wheels

ri Jeep

HERRING JEEPS INC.
310 West 27th Street

2718 Remington Avenue
889- 1719 Open Til 8, Sat. Til 3

889-3855
409 W. Cold Spring La.

821-0090
511 York Road
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Mrs. Yvonne Theodore

University Names Hiring Official
As a part of the Federally-re-

quired program to increase mi-
nority group hiring, the
University recently appointed
Mrs. Yvonne Theodore as
Affirmative Action Officer.

Since the University receives
two-thirds of its budget from the
government, it has to file
"Affirmative Action Programs"
which detail hiring practices and

give plans to end discrimination.
Mrs. Theodore's prime

responsibilities will be to aid in
recruiting minority group
members. and to organize

Study Gets Low Response
to investigate new ways for the
rUniversity to be government
funded.

When Dr. Eisenhower took
over the President's office last
April, he was not aware that the
Anderson Report was in
progress.
"When I came in April I made

a wholly new move. I brought
Ellery Woodworth into my
office to devote full-time to
working with all agencies of the
state and Federal government.
The findings of the Anderson
Report have proved invaluable,"
Eisenhower stated.

(continued from page 1)

The Board's action was
triggered by the spring
referendum in which it was
decided that military
recruitment should not be
permitted on campus. Without
on-campus recruitment, the
Department of Defense was to
cease all funding. DOD funding
at that time totalled $3 million.
The Board of Trustees' report

was apparently never produced..
The Anderson Report, on the

other hand, is presently being
used by Dr. Ellery Woodworth,

JEWISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

If you would like to receive information

about various kinds of Jewish activities,

send your name to box 23.

Name J.H.U. Box

Year

check areas of special interest to you:

Social (Mixers, barbeques, etc.)
Religious (Services, etc.)

Poltical (Zionism, peace, etc.)

Soviet Jewry
Education (Jewish, Free Univ.)

Israeli dancing

Other:

Making Love Is Great.
Making Her Pregnant lsnt.
Face it. "Be prepared" isn't just for Boy Scouts. If you really care
about your life and hers, you'll take precautions to prevent an
accidental pregnancy. By using a condom. One of today's new
condoms . . . so highly reliable yet so exquisitely sensitive that you
no longer have to sacrifice pleasure for safety.

Worry-free sex? Yes!

So why run the risk of accidental pregnancy? Especially now that
you can get famous-brand condoms privately—by mail—from Popu-
lation Planning Associates. The 11 top brands we offer have been
carefully selected from the more than 100 available today. All are
electronically tested and meet rigorous FDA standards.
Choose from the Fetherlite from England, thinnest and most ex-

citing to use, with "Sensitol" lubrication for extra enjoyment. Or the
NuForm, also from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation.
Or the famous Trojan. Or the well-known and popular Sultan. And
many more.

Fast Delivery—Money-Back Guarantee
Discover our fa3t, low-cost service by sending just $5 for a deluxe
sampler pack of 18 assorted condoms-3 each of 6 different brands,
including the Fetherlite and the NuForm—plus an illustrated bro-
chure describing our complete selection. Or send just $1 and get
3 English brands: 2 Fetherlites and 1 NuForm, plus the brochure.
All orders are fi, led the same day received and sent in a plain pack-

L. age. Money bad if not delighted. Mail coupon now.

Population Planning Associates
105 North Columbi
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
Please rush me in plain package:

12 Deluxe sampler pack of 18 as-
sorted condoms pits brochure, $5.

p2 Fetherlites, NuForm, plus

CC-5

name (please print)

address

training and counseling for
employees. She is also in charge
of informing faculty members,
supervisors and employees about
the University's Equal
Employment Opportunity
policies. She will tile compliance
reports with HEW.

Two of the University's job
rights plans were rejected last
year because the data was too
vague and the job goals were too
low.

Impressed

Mrs. Theodore, who has held
a number of teaching and
community relations posts,
commented, "I am impressed
with the sincerity of the people
here."

"I could get bogged down in
statistics," she said. "I hope I
won't get too frustrated."

She has been going to
Baltimore community groups
and businesses in her drive to
recruit minority groups,
especially blacks. "I want to
increase the number of blacks
who will think of Hopkins for
employment. I'm trying to
improve the receptive image of

MENU
SUBS
PIZZA

CHICKEN
SPAGHETTI
YOU NAME IT

The Very Best

HARRY LITTLE
Carry Out Shops
32nd near Greenmount
25th near Greenmount

Serving you um.

after 2 A.M. every

night

Hopkins."
She observed, "People tend to

think that you work at Hopkins
either in the food service or as a
Dean." She asserted that the
greatest number of job openings
are in the clerical area.
One of the more controversial

areas of University hiring, the
lack of black faculty, has not
received that much attention yet
from Mrs. Theodore, who has
been here for around a month.
"I have to learn more about the
University and what being
qualified actually means."

Recycling Project
Termed Successful

(continued ft7om page 3)

received the aid of a University
truck and driver.

Biology Concern

Concerned about the large
amount of waste glass produced
by the Biology Department, Dr.
Geiger and Dr. Philip Hartman,
also of Biology, worked to get
the department involved in the
project, and succeded in

PLASTICS!
for

Art Projects
Decor

Hobbies

Sheets•*Rods**Tubes

Colors**Designs

Commercial Plastic and

Supply

30 th St. 889-6640 

BLUE JAY RESTAURANT
3107 St. Paul St.
243-3457

Quick, Convenient Off-campus
Lunches-Dinners-Snacks

Carry-out food, Beer, Package

Liquors

l -midnight including Sundav

Specializing in:
Greek Salads

Shish kebab
und other SpecIUIS

DEBATE A FRIEND

but first, read

ght NeItt Vork hut

Have the Times delivered to your dormitory room

each day for a special Educational Subscription Price

of less than 15c per daily copy.

SPECIAL FIRST SEMESTER RATE

(delivery begins September 27)

$9.00 for 69 daily issues

$16.50 for 69 daily and 10 Sunday issues.

Delivery is also available to offices of administrators
and faculty members.

To subscribe, call

821-1733 Evenings, or

write Jim Reid, Box 2092

Alumni Memorial Residence.

collecting about 20 barrels of
glass and six of tin cans before
the end of the summer.

Hartman explained that
recycled glass is usually crushed,
then melted to be used again.
"The Baltimore City Collection
depot, however, does not melt
its glass, but instead uses the
crushed glass in asphalt to pave
roads," lie said.

Name one
thing that

hasn't gone up
since 1950.

Try. Try hard.

The only thing we can think of
is what we make. The Swingline
"Tot 50" Stapler. 980 in 1950.
980 in 1971.

And it still comes with 1000 free
staples and a handy carrying
pouch. It staples, tacks and
mends. It's unconditionally
guaranteed. It's one of the
world's smallest staplers.

And it's the world's biggest
seller. Could be that's why it
hasn't gone up in price in
21 years.

If you're interested in something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler
are only $1.98. Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available at
Stationery, Variety and College
Bookstores.

The Swingline "Tot 50"
980 in 1950. 980 in 1971.

If you can name something else
that hasn't gone up in price
since 1950, let us know. We'll
send you a free Tot Stapler with
1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 250 to cover postage
and handling.

ochure, $1.
I enclose payment in full. If not

delighted, I may return unused
portion of order for full refund.

city state-

zip

Please send free illustrated brochure
only,without any obligationwhatever.

C 101
Delivery to off-campus University Housing will be arranged for

a few cents more per daily copy if there is sufficient demand.

3D2 epskt.
iltiltno'n Are., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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Apologies
Dr. Muller contacted this office the other. day to make a

valid point disputing a section of last Tuesday's editorial
concerning the study of Hopkins' ties with the
government. Our editorial, in what was meant as a
somewhat tongue-in-cheek reference to a series of articles
run in the News-Letter last year about government
funding, put too much of the blame for the situation on an
administrative assistant, who drew up a report similar to
the one called for by the Board of Trustees, and seemingly
was more or less an innocent bystander in an
administration mess. We would like to apologize to him
and to anyone else who may have been offended by the
language used in our editorial.
We do, however, find it somewhat odd that Dr. Muller

should rush so quickly to the defense of this report, since
it was his statements that led us to believe that it was less
than adequate. We also would like to point out that Dr.
Muller gets his feathers ruffled fairly easily when a member
of the administration is involved, but isn't quite as upset
when it's the undergraduate at the receiving end. Perhaps
the provost could say he's sorry that we have to cat plastic
food at Levering while he's dining in the Faculty Club. Or
maybe he could express his regrets that no substantive
action has been taken to dramatically increase the number
of undergraduate course offerings. Or perhaps the school's
number two man could apologize for the slap in the face
he gave the students when he told them that there are no
plans to pursue the investigation of Hopkins dependence
on the government. Okay, we've done our apologizing Dr.
Muller,. now it's time for you to do yours.

SC abdication
The Student Council has backed away from action to

improve the Levering food service by rejecting a boycott
proposal. The reasoning of the bold SC members was that
if the boycott was successful there would be no food
service at all. The council, which annually attempts to
dissolve itself because it has no power, should not wonder
at its own weakness when it so clearly abdicates a
leadership role in improving campus life. There is both a
need for a boycott and alternative food services, including
an open Faculty Club, and the Student Council has failed
to press for either. By doing so, the council has
undermined any effectiveness the committee to suggest
changes to Macke Company might have had. That
committee, incidentally, is under Student Council
President Gerald Bates, and if his aggressiveness is reflected
in the SC boycott rejection, then we can resign ourselves
to stale, unhealthy food for the rest of the year.

At the present time, there is not a strong, organized
boycott. Instead, there is a listless, half-hearted one
stemming more from the sickening nature of the cafeteria
than from anyone's conscious effort. Equally evident is the
lack of pressure to make the facilities of the Faculty Club
available to all members of the Hopkins community. The
result of this passive acceptance of an intolerable situation
is that Levering Hall has been killed as the only social
center on campus and students are surviving on
Harleyburgers. Student leaders, including those on the
Student Council, must take the initiative to bring decent
food to undergraduates.

Letters to
the Editors
To the Editors:
Your allegations in the

News-Letter of September 21
concerning the work of Mr.
Wayne Anderson are without
foundation in fact. Mr.
Anderson is a valued colleague
who has my complete
confidence.

Steven Muller, Provost

TANKS, WARREN

To the Editors:
We were all drinking a beer

and readin that fella Gulin's
thing about our parade da other
day and we jus wanted to say
how we were really glad dat you
wrote somethin about us. 01
Warren really undastands us and
he sure can write, can't he?
Thanks again for letting him
write about us.

Acme Bowling Team

Another View

CVSMION405711PROKM.Wigia.:

"That Next Appointment Better Be Good"

ROTC

As an open-minded and conscientious citizen,
I was deeply shocked and disgusted by the
News—Letter's incredible display of ignorance
and boorishness last issue. Your seemingly
irreconcilable attitude towards the 'ROTC is one
that I have difficulty understanding. As you well
know, this country was founded close to two
centuries ago on the premises of the natural
rights of man studied and refined in the
Enlightenment. One of those rights is the right of
liberty, which was defined in the Declaration of
the Rights of Man and Citizen as the freedom to
do anything that does not harm your fellow
citizen. I ask you, when was the last time you
were molested by a member of the ROTC?
Probably never.

Unfortunately, many ROTC menannot ,make
the same statement, for you, and those like you
who claim to bear love for your fellow man have,
under your self-created halo of self-righteousness,
not only attacked cadets and destroyed
government property, but have decreed that the
military should not have the right to hold its
classes and training on campus. On the other
hand, you demand the right to bring in whatever
type of speaker that you want, even those who
incite you and others to destroy the university
that you came to under your own freedom of
choice. This hypocritical stance is in direct
conflict with your moral principles.
The News—Letter made the statement that

"The hostility to the military is among the most
welcome changes "as values of recent years." To
paraphrase the great American philosopher,
Santayana, those who failed to learn history are
condemned to repeat it. Need I remind you that
the pacifist sentiments of Britain, France and the
United States during the 1930's permitted the
rise of such lovables as Hitler, Mussolini, Tojo,
Franco, Salazar, Chiang Kai-Slick and others?

Need I remind you that WW 11 was fought to
complete WW I, which was caused not by
militarism but by the mistakes of politicians?
Need I remind you that the U. S.Army does not
create national policy, but is a tool of that
policy, a policy created by non-military men?
Need I remind you that Congress votes the funds
that keep the military-industrial complex alive?
Or, what of the fact that countries with armies
weaker than ours are run not as a democracy, but
as a police state?Do I have to tell you that you
were able to express your opinions in that
editorial without feat of any reprisallf the U.S.
Government, which governs by popular consent,

Howard Simons is a freshman member of ROTC

Howard Simons

allows you to express your opinions freely, why
are you so against Col. Parmly standing up in a
classroom and expressing his opinions freely?If
you are not able to answer any of those
questions to the best of your conscience, then I
suggest that you start to think about what you
are saying, rather than just writing something
that sounds popular.
You also refer to "institutions as deep-rooted

and destructive as the military." Here I beg to
differ with you. If you consider the U. S.Army
to be a deep-rooted institution, look at some
other nations and then think again. Most
countries do not even allow its youth the liberty
of a draft, or choice of branch of service, or the
comparative comforts of our army. Conscription
is mandatory almost worldwide, and their armies
do not enjoy half the privileges that ours does.
Ours is not a deep-rooted army, for there are
relatively few career officers and professional
soldiers.

Over 40% of our officers corps are ROTC
graduates, men who have had college educations,
and at a civilian college such as Johns Hopkins.
These are well-educated civilians serving a couple
of years as an officer, and getting invaluable
experience as an executive in their early twenties.
Read what business executives have to say about
hiring ROTC grads. A copy of their statements is
available in the ROTC building, a building that
you might want to visit sometime to learn a little
about ROTC. The result of ROTC- our officer
corps is a civilian corps. No need to worry about
a junta here.

You mention that the army is destructive.
Would you say that on the graves of William
Gorgas and Walter Reed, the men who found the
cures for malaria and yellow fever, respectively?
Would you say that to the survivors of Auschwitz
and Buchenwald, people who not be survivors if
the Army did not arrive in time%

This is not a perfect world; an army is needed
to do the dirty work of fighting and dying so
that you and others may have the right to say
and do what they want to do. Come over to the
ROTC building and talk to Col. Parmly and his
staff, or to some of the cadets. Read a little on
ROTC, and see what it is about. Take in a
military science class, and find out that you can
learn some things that you never thought before,
and that you can pick up a few skills that might
come in handy sometime. Find out what the
advantages of ROTC are. Who knows?You could
even find out that there is something you don't
know, if you ever took the time to listen to the
other side.
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A month in China with an American scholar

Chinese children train in

By MICHAEL HILL
The People's Republic of

China has received a great deal
of space in newspapers lately, as
its first moves into the world of
western foreign policy take
shape.

And while these diplomatic
rumblings have been fully
covered, few have bothered to
consider what it is like to be one
of the 700 million people who
live in the world's most
populous country.
Kim Woodard, a 28-year-old

graduate student in Political
Science at Stanford, recently
came back from a month in
China. He was part of a
16-member group from the
Committee of Concerned Asian
Scholars which was on the
mainland during late June and
first part of July.
Woodard and three other

members of that group will be at
Hopkins on October 22 for a
China Day, a series of symposia
in the morning with films of the
mainland and a panel discussion
set for the evening. Woodard was
in town earlier this week talking
about his experience.

"The purpose of our visit was
to establish friendship with
ordinary people, meeting them
in their daily lives. We did not
emphasize contacts with
government sources."

The group was allowed to

roam freely in the cities it visited
for three or four hours at each
stop. Since 13 of the Americans
including Woodard, spoke
Chinese, this allowed them a
chance to meet the Chinese
eople.
"We found them very

interested in the youth
movement and the hippies in
this country. They asked many
questions, including ones about

militia

communication between
progressive students and the
working class," the bearded
graduate student reported.
Among the government

contacts the group did make was
a four-hour visit with Chou-en
Lai, one of the top men in
China. "We talked with him
from 8:30 to 12:30 at night. We
thought he was getting tired, so
we broke off the discussion. Our
translators later told us he had
stayed up until 2 a.m. with a

Japanese group and that we
shouldn't have been so shy."
Chou used the discussion with

the scholars, all students who
were studying in Hong Kong at
the time, to release a major
policy statement on relations
with the United States, which
received wide media coverage.

Sihanouk, Too!
The group also met with

deposed Cambodian head of
state Sihanouk, who reportedly
declared that he was not a
communist and retained his
monarchist and buddhist
tendencies. Sihanouk has had
refuge in China since lie was
deposed last year. He accused
the CIA of engineering the coup
which overthrew him.

During his stay, Woodard and
the other scholars were guests of
the government, traveling to the
major cities and into the rural
areas in a special iailroad car or
on a chartered plane. "We ate in

banquet style, that's the only
way you c'an describe it,"

Woodard stated.
Woodard says that he found

life in China as pleasant as in any
Asian country. "It's hard to
explain to people what life in
America is like. They can't
conceive of every person over 21
owning a car. In China only a
few officials have cars."

Chairman Mao slept here

He found the country clean
and the cities, with the
exception of Shanghai,
ecologically planned out, with
broad tree-lined avenues and
spacious walkways. "It wasn't as
crowded as I expected,"
Woodard said.

Woodward and the group vis-
ited a variety of communes,
factories, schools and
universities during their trip.
"Everywhere we went, we found
excellent medical care facilities.
Every school or factory had at
least a clinic or some other form
of medical service." Woodard
also reported that China has a
widespread birth control
program which has lowered the
rate of population growth to a
figure comparable to that of the
United States.

Militia Drills
The group witnessed the

Chinese militia performing drills,
some of the few foreigners to
have seen this, and despite the
fact that the targets the militia
was firing at spelled out "Defeat
the American Aggressors and all

Chinese market

of their running dogs," they
found the people friendly.
"They make a definite

distinction between the
American people and the
American government. The

people came up to us, welcomed
us, and told us to take their
greetings back to the American
people. The image of widespread
anti-American feeling is

completely false," Woodard
related.
"The entire atmosphere of

diplomacy is different there. In
the west it is very formal with
people of one rank only meeting
with people of the same rank.
There we were treated as people,
and anyone was open to talk
with us," Woodard continued,
adding, "Nixon meets with
capitalists, while people in the
Chinese government see
workers."

Civil Liberties
Members of the group also

tried to explain to the Chinese
the tradition of civil liberties
which exists in this country.
"Freedom of speech is
developing in China. Since the
cultural revolution, people have
been encouraged to speak out,"
Woodard stated.

But in looking at the overall
situation, Woodard said, "There
is a long, long way to go before
we reach a mutual relationship.
At present, we can have
friendship, but no deep
understanding."

Russell goes to the aeint
7 .7

By DAVID PRICE
Admirers of the film as art

will no doubt recall Ken
Russell's sensitive treatment of
D.H. Lawrence's "Women in
Love" and his touchingly
distorted picture of Tchaikovsky
in "The Music Lovers." And
they will rush down to the
Charles Theater to see his latest -
"The Devils."

The film has been rated X -
and rightfully so - and the ads
claim that "The Devils is NOT a
film for everyone..." Some who
pay no heed to this warning will
regret it.

This movie is not for the
squeamish, the young, or the
overly-sensitive. Scenes . of
torture, crazed nude nuns, death
by the plague, and the real
horrors of 17th century France
abound.

Set in the city of Loudon in
1634, "The Devils" takes place
when Richelieu was in the
process of manipulating Louis
XIII, France, and in particular
was attempting to get control of
Loudon. In his way stood Father
Grandier, a priest who all but
ruled the city — in a very
priestly sort of way, of course.
Although a powerful and
respected man of the cloth, he is
also a great despoiler of young

maidens. One of these he falls in
love with and marries.

Driven
Sister Jeanne, a hunchbacked

nun who has long been in love
with Grandier from afar is driven
by her jealousy and madness to
make accusations to the effect
that Grandier is possessed by the
devil and that he has corrupted
her and the sisters of her order
with the devil's lust.

Playing right into Richelieu's
hands, there follows a trial and
prolonged attempts at exorcism
by one Father Barre. He appears
to be more possessed than
anyone else. The remainder of
the film consists of Grandier's
trial, torture, and inevitable
death.

Oliver Reed, a veteran of
Russell's "Women in Love," is
the one truly magnificent thing
in the film His Grandier is so
incredibly human and martyred
as to be unreal — yet he
triumphs to the end as by far the
strongest character.

Miraculous
Vanessa Redgrave shines in

her role as the sadly demented
Sister Jeanne. Several times she
lapses into fantastic imaginings
of herself and Grandier united in

passion — Grandier always being
a Christ-figure, walking on

water, descending from the
cross, etc. to meet her. Miss
Redgrave is quite effective as the
stooped and cacklingly crazy

Mother Superior.
Technical aspects of the film

are, as always with Russell, to be
considered excellent. He has
reconstructed a not altogether
realistic but a majestic and
stylistic representation of the
walled city of Loudun.
The devils of the film appear

to be largely in Ken Russell's
mind. He is obsessed with
depicting the complete graphic
(and somewhat exaggerated)
reality of the events at Loudun.
The story is based on factual
characters. t is taken from the
play by John Whiting which was
in turn based on Aldous
Hwdey's The Devils of Loudun
— all of which is based on fact.

Grotesque
The problem seems to be that

Russell didn't know where to
stop with the grossness and go
on about his business. Perhaps,
indeed, the business at hand was
to depict the grotesqueness of
the period and the horrors
inflicted by Richelieu.
Unfortunately due to its
outsized sensational impact,
"The Devils" will lose its great
social impact.
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Students Get Mayor's Fellowships
By DAVID JACOBSON

This fall students from local
colleges will have an opportunity
to be exposed to city politics
through the Mayor's Fellowship
Training Program.
The program, now in its

fourth semester, is run under the
auspices of the Hopkins Center
for Urban Research, an institu-
tion dedicated to the under-
standing of urban problems.
The fellowship was set up in

order to give interested students
an enriching as well as
challenging exposure to these
problems.

Clear Route
A related objective has been

to provide a clear route by
which a small number of
motivated and competent

students may be able to enter
professional careers in
government.

This semester, the fellowship
involves a total of twelve
students from Hopkins, Morgan
State, the University of
Maryland Law School and
Goucher. These people have
been placed in various city
agencies ranging from the
Mayor's Office to such technical
agencies as the Baltimore
Department of Planning and the
Department of Housing and
Community Development.

City Lobbying
They work on a one-to-one

basis with the administrators in
their various departments. One
student, working with the
Administrative Assistant to the

Mayor had begun to study the
criminal justice expenditures of
the Federal Government in
Baltimore.

Another student, placed on
the Mayor's Task Force for
Liaison with the General
Assembly, will spend much of
his time in Annapolis lobbying
for the city's interest with state
legislators.

Seminars
In addition to this on-the-job

training, which includes at least
20 hours per week in order to
earn the nine credits offered,
interns spend their Tuesday
nights at a two and one-half
hour seminar. At these seminars,
various government officials
explain the functions of their
organizations.

The fellowship was developed
with the help of the Technical
Resources Panel of the Center
for Urban Research which
includes heads of major
governmental agencies in
Baltimore.

Program a Success

The program has generally
been considered a success in the
past. Last year, among the
interns many accomplishments
were: a cost-benefit analysis of
housing projects to be
implemented in an urban
renewal plan; the placement of
30 college students in state and.
local agencies; and participation
in the collective bargaining
process with unions representing
city employees.
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scription period, just in-
form the publisher via
address change informa-
tion found in each mag-
azine.

LI Pay now for fastest
order-processing service.
Return this information
form with payment (pay-
able to LOOK Ind. Sales
Division) in your own
envelope to the address
below... or...

0 We will bill you later.
Just fill out and mail this
form to this address:

The Ilopkins News-Letter

Name 

Mailing Address 

City

School  Yr. Studies End

State Zip

NAME OF MAGAZINE TERM PRICE

Please indicate if renewal. TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER $

THE LOOK INDEPENDENT SALES DIVISION
LOOK BUILDING • DES MOINES, IOWA 50304

Mayor Thomas D'Aleasandro

SPECIAL READINGS
BY REQUEST ONLY

Mother Mia-Maldola is
availible for PRIVATE,
PERSONAL readings...
Tea-leaves, palms, or
what-have-you. Tuesday
evenings only.

write News-Letter
Blind Box 1230.

SPECIAL
NOTICE

Student
and

Faculty
Discounts

ON

Goodyear Tires
Gates Tires
Recapped Tires
Monarch Tires

auto repairs

Brakes
Alignment
Tune-Up
Grease & Oil Change
Shock Absorbers
Mufflers
Anti-Freeze
Wheels

Several Credit Plans Available

Paul
Schnitzer
Tire Co.
1027 - 39
Hillen St.
539 - 5390

MUST BRING
THIS AD
WITH YOU
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Chesapeake Research Ode to Notre Dame Mixer
Gains NSF Backing

The Hopkins-affiliated
Chesapeake Research
Consortium has started a
wide-ranging study of the Bay
area with the backing of a $1.2
million grant from the National
Science Foundation.
In addition to scientific

research, the research center is
Undertaking the unique step of
studying the governmental
agencies, business enterprises,
and social forces that affect the
area.
Dr. Roland F. Beers,

Radiological Science,
commented, "While this
program is ambitious, we have
great confidence in its
objectives." The stated aim of
the program is to "assist in the
better management of the Bay."
Four institutions will

cooperate in the project, each
using its own facilities. The
institutions are Hopkins, the
University of Maryland, The
Virginia Institute of Marine
Science, and the Smithsonian
Institution.

Make Predictions
Organizers of the study hope

that it will eventually become an
information system for the Bay
area, and that they will be able
to predict the effect that a new
development would have on the
area.

The program was started by
the National Science Foundation

in 1970 and the four institutions
submitted a report in March,
1971, aimed basically at
designing a systematic method
to study any environmental
effects in the Bay area.

Although the study is still in
its early stages, about 100 to
120 students and faculty are.
already involved. "They are
making steady progress,"
observed Dr. Beers. They are
using an "inventory" method to
identify all aspects of the region.

Research Evaluation
Research facilities will be

located throughout the area.
Among the centers to be used
are those at Rhode River,
Gloucester Point and Edoman
Isle.

The researchers will meet in
October in College Park to
evaluate the progress that has
been made so far.

The Consortium also intends
to keep in touch with Federal
agencies and private companies
regarding their influence on the
area.

The grant became effective on
June 1.1971.
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0®
HAND — SCREENED COTTON FROM FINLAND . .

56 " WIDE . . . GREAT FOR WALL HANGINGS .

Welcome to the turkey shoot;

Males meander among the meat

Standing silently, subtly stalking,

Warily watching the wares of the women

walking.

Formless, faceless females fawn on the

floor,

Driven like dogs through the door:

Deformed, defiled, disfigured, dead, and dumb;

Useless, ugly, urging to be undone.

Mixers make the mutts move.

Looking for lively, lustful love,

Discouraged men ask unenthused women

To dance the dance of the dying driven.

Pulling the pathetic together

To swelter in stuffy smoke discussing the

weather.

At the witching hour, when the clock strikes

twelve bells

The good sisters leave for their cages and cells.
There must be something less painful,
Than dancing to death at a Notre Dame mixer.

0 friends, not these sounds!
(I'm sorry to be so cruel)
Let us sing others, more pleasant and joyful.

(Now the bitterness has left my soul)

The blaring band blasting out the beat

•*.•

1961 Comet

Has Graced the Hopkins
Area for the Past Year

Automatic

6 Cylinder

728 - 7022$150

Pregnant?
Need Help?
We will help any woman regardless
of race, religion, age or financial
status We do not moralize, but
merely help women obtain qualified
Doctors for abortions, if this is
what they desire. Please do not
delay. an early abortion .s more
simple and less costly, and can be
performed on an out patient basis.

Call:

215 878-5800
Woman's

Medical Assistance

8 AM-10 PM-7 DAYS
A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Writhing rhythms reverberate through the room

Big bass boom-boom-chucka-boom

Twisting torsos twitch to the tom-tom in the

twilight
Fast frolicking feet flicker in their flight

Humming harmonies hopelessly harm my

hearing

Looking at lovely, lissome ladies, really leering

Skimpy skirts sitting askance

Please the perverts peeking at their pants

Long, lean, lithe legs lilt lightly

Long lost lovers longing for each other nightly

Breasts beckoning, bright eyes filled with fun,

friendly

Sensuous shapes sliding by my side sexily

Hammering heartbeat, breathing heavily

Grinning at gorgeous girls

Craving to carress their curves and curls
To find a friend forever forming

Lasting love, leaving off lamenting

Lying, loving, living

Great gifts giving

That is why we come together

To swelter in smoke discussing the weather

But I still wish there were something less painful

and quicker

Than looking for love at a Notre Dame mixer.

—Anonymous

Traditional

YOM KIPPUR SERVICES

will be held in the Garret Room

of the Eisenhower Library

KOL NIDRE Sept. 28 6:30 pm

MORNING SERVICE Sept. 29 9:00 am

Everyone Welcome -

No Tickets Necessary

TONIGHT!

A KEG PARTY AT THE GRADUATE CLUB

9:00 PM— 2:00 AM

BEER ON TAP

Entrance on 34th street

THE STORE LTD...
VILLAGE OF CROSS KEYS
5100 FALLS ROAD
BALTIMORE MD. 21210

MEN 75'
you should be 21

WOMEN 50'
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Turner Ruminates On Sports, JHU
On Wednesday, September

22, News—Letter reporter Bruce
Bortz interviewed Athletic
Director Marshall Turner. The
following are excerpts of the
lengthy conversation, touching
on many aspects of Hopkins'
athletics.
N-L: Mr. Turner, how long have.
you been director of physical
education and athletics here at
Hopkins?
MT: I've been director since
about February of 1950.
N-L: If you retired tomorrow,
what would you consider your
major accomplishment during
these past 20 years?
MT: I guess the thing that I feel
the most comfortable about is
the fact that we've been able to
maintain a pretty full program
of athletics over these twenty
years with really a very minimal
budget. There have been many
times when we've had
difficulties in keeping a program
going, in maintaining a full
intercollegiate, intramural and

physical education program with
the resources we've had.

Fortunately, we've been able
to avoid losing any of the
program in all this time and I'm
happy that we've been able to
provide the opportunities we
have for the many kids to play
sports and have athletic
opportunities.
N-L: Would you consider
anything to be a failure on your
part or on the part of Hopkins?

MT: I suppose -every director
feels failure-when he's unable to
get enough money to do all the
things he'd like to be able to do
with his programs. In our case
the monetary decisions have
been made by somebody higher
than me; the only thing I can
feel is that maybe I'm not as
good a salesman as I would like
to be to get more money for the
program. Through the years,
though, we've been reasonably
weel treated. Obviously I wish
we could be better treated.
N-L: If I whipped out my wallet

NEWS-LETTER

spoRTs
Booters Lengthen
Streak To Three
By JEFF FORMAN

Rebounding back from a
tough loss to Calvert Hall last
week, the Hopkins' soccer team
easily defeated Baltimore
Community College on Saturday
by a score of six to one,
exhibiting a bit of hustle and
determination along the way.
Tuesday, the Blue Jays

outclassed Arundel Community
College eight to five. Scott
Tyner and Roberto Aguero each
had a pair of goals in a game
pretty much dominated by the
Blue Jays. The score at the half
stood at seven to zero, so Coach
Robert Oliver rested the first
string during the econd half.
Hopkins kept the ball in their
possession throughout most of
the game and kept the Arundel
goalie busy with plenty of shots

Hoping to extend their streak

to three wins, the booters took
on Maryland's top-rated Morgan
State on Wednesday. In a very
physical game the Jays
outmuscled State two to one.
The first quarter ended scoreless
with Hopkins looking the
aggressor, although somewhat
unorganized. But in the early
minutes of the second period,
Scott Tyner battled for
possession of the right wing and
crossed beautifully to Mike
Hogan who headed the ball into
the net for the .first point. The
second point came on a penalty
kick awarded because Morgan
State neglected to report a goalie
change. State retaliated with a
goal of its own but at the final
horn it was Hopkins on top two
to one.
Tomorrow is the first regular

season game and kick-off time is
12:00 noon.

Sports Briefs
FOOTBALL MANAGERS
The varsity football team has

a great need for managers and
trainers. Anyone who would like
to serve in this capacity is urged
to see Coach Cox at the Athletic
Center or on the practice field.

TheNews-Letter BIA football
team is reported to be the
strongest the paper has fielded in
over 75 years. When asked about
the chances of the team, head
strategist Alice Weaver said
"This team is going to surprise a
lot of folks." The squad,
the Paper Tigers ,is expected to
show up for most contests.

TICKET BOOKS
Ticket books for this year's

sports will be available at the
Newton H. White Athletic
Center from 9:00AM till 4:30
PM today, and from 9:00 AM
till 2:00 PM on Saturday.

Incidentally, tomorrow will
be the last day on which you can
pick up your ticket books.

right now and offered the
athletic program $20,000, how
would you spend it?
MT: They're a few pieces of
major equipment that I would
like to buy: namely, one more
of those universal gyms, our's
has been extremely well used by
people of all ages and for so
many purposes.

While our uniforms on the
whole are in pretty good shape
due to heavy buying two years
ago, some of them, particularly
football and lacrosse uniforms,
are showing signs of wear and
tear. They would need to be
replaced.

We'd like to buy new sets of
game sweatclothes also.
N-L:. Do you contemplate
expansion of the athletic plant
in the near future?
MT: I think the most critical
need probably that we have is
additional tennis courts. Six
courts for a student body
population of approximately
3500 is very little.
We certainly are extremely

crowded on our outdoor
facilities in the spring when we

try to run an intramural
program. Furthermore, if we
begin to have an interest as the
number of women increase on
our campus, and intercollegiate
athletics for women become a
part of our program, we would
have to cut somebody
somewhere in order to do that.
So our outside facilities are also
our poorest area facilities at the
present time.
N-L: How long do you expect it
to be before there are women
participating on intercollegiate
teams such as basketball,
volleyball or tennis.

MT: I have no idea, Bruce. It
just depents on who comes in as
students, and what their drives
and feelings toward playing
intercollegiate athletics really
are.

I know that nationally there is
a trend for more and more
women's intercoolegiate
athletics on the same general
organizational level as men.

But it will come only as a
consequence of the individual
desires of the students that we
take. This may run to a
basketball situation, a hockey
situation or a synchronized
swimming situation. We'll just
have to wait and see where the
interests and demand are, and
whether our facilities can
incorporate it.

N-L: How would these girls go
about forming intercollegiate
athletic teams?

MT: Actually, I suppose they
would go through the same
processes as men's teams do.
Most directors would not involve
a major facility or a major
amount of money for a group of
girls who came in and said that
they have enough girls for a
basketball team. This would
involve making adjustments of
present commitments, and, this
would also involve, in terms of a
schedule, making committments
to other people. No one is
interested in making up a

schedule and finding that
halfway through the season, the
team begins to disintegrate.

It would probably follow the
same general pattern as boys in
the sense that a club team would
be started, and play whatever
kind of local competition could
be developed. We would then see
whether the interest is
maintained, and if it seems that
the team can sustain itself for a
couple years, it finally works its
way into the regular program.

N-L: Are there a large number of
women using Hopkins' gym
facilities at present?

MT: I think that the swimming
pool has noticed a marked
increase in number of girls in the
recreational swim period.

As far as seeing them on the
gym floor,I can't say that I have,
but I have noticed them on the
tennis courts.

N-L: It's been about a year and a
half since the decision was made
to end compulsory physical
education. How wise a move was
this, in your estimation?

MT: I don't think that anybody
can really tell unless we gave
fitness tests. In truth the human

body is the probably the most
adaptible and most
indestructible piece of
machinery the world • has ever
known. You can abuse it very,
very much without it ever really
becoming apparent.

I don't think in terms of
fitness in the college student
that it makes a great deal of
difference whether he's taking
physical education or not. What

I think will be a difference is 15

years from now, when he hasn't

learned enough games or things

to do and he begins to run down

a little bit and the doctor says,

"Man, I think you ought to start

some excercise some way," and

what does the guy do?Suppose

he doesn't know how to play

tennis or badminton or
something to give him some
cardiovascular activity? So he

ends up jogging, a terrible way

to get physical activity in my

viewpoint.
So, in the long run, this will

hurt them by not exposing them

to as many activities.

N-L: This is a two part question:
First of all, from your contact
with other athletic directors,
have a lot of schools gone
toward eliminating compulsory
physical education?
Secondly, do you think

Hopkins will ever return to such
a program?

MT: I think that two and three
years ago, Bruce, that there was
a trend to do this sort of thing. I
don't think that anybody in the
last year has lost physical
education. In a few cases, there
have been rather serious studies
of it, and a real honest attempt
was made to evaluate the
physical education program at
institutions and most of those in
the last year have survived even
on a compulsory basis.

Marshall Turner

I think the real push is off as
far as students forcing physical
education out only because it's
required.
One of the most interesting

things about all of these schools
that have been forced to drop
physical education, almost,
without exception, students
would admit that the program
was good and they enjoyed it
when they were in it and the
only objection was that it was
required. But obviously if it isn't
required it isn't going to reach
the fellows who need it the
most.
As t9 the program's possible

return, the climate right now is
not right. But I think that
cumulatively we will find that
kids will have less interest in
in tramurals and won't
participate in them unless they
have already learned how to
participate in them before they
got to college, and we may find
that slowly the interest in
physical activities classes will
pick up. We've noticed that the
60 to 75 already active in our
classes already have a bit of
interest and would like to learn a
little more or something else...
So, compulsory physical
education may come, but not
immediately.

N-L Is it still necessary to charge
for entrance to football,
basketball, and lacrosse games?
How long will this procedure
continue?

MT I think the institution of an
admission charge here was
occasioned by the University's
financial picture. Let us realize
that the revenue so gained is not
going ta keep the university out
of debt, but if you'll go back a
bit, you might realize that Dr.
Gordon at that time might have
been searching for any 5, 10, 15,
or 20 thousand dollars he could
find in savings or income.
The attitude toward charging,

I think, has changed since 1934
or 1937 when it was instituted
and the reasons for doing it then
were much more vital and
crucial to intercollegiate
athletics than they are now. In
our case, the gate receipts don't
figure into our budget at all;
they're just general university
moneys... So charging admission
to selected sports events hasn't
affected our program.

I don't know whether there is
any sentiment to change this
program. This year, I'd like to
say, we have reduced the
admission charge for students
without tickets.

N-L Thank you, Mr. Turner.
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Jay Football Squad Faces Strong Challenge
By MARK LEIFER

The Johns Hopkins University
football team will face a stiff
challenge in its 1971 opener
tomorrow afternoon when
Muhlenberg College comes to
town for a 2:00 game at
Homewood Field. The Mules,
16-6 winners over Hopkins last
year and runners-up along with
the Blue Jays for the MAC
Southern Division crown, will be
out to improve on their 1970
mark of 7-2, their best in twenty
years.
Muhlenberg Head Coach

Frank Marino has been playing.
down his team's prospects,
bemoaning his loss of fourteen
starters from last year's squad.
But what he hasn't been
emphasizing is that he has
thirty-one returning lettermen,
that he has a pair of 210-pound
running backs, that his defensive
line averages 215 pounds per man
and that over seventy candidates
tried out for the team. Blue Jay
Coach Dennis Cox rates the
Mules as "one of the tougher
MAC teams" he will be facing
and "a -definite contender" for
the conference title.

Certain to be in the spotlight
for the Mules is quarterback Ed
DiYanni, who came off the bench
in last year's encounter to spark
his team to victory. Senior
running backs Carl Evans and Ed
Mitchell figure to give DiYanni
more .than adequate help.
Muhlenberg's defensive unit is
anchored by an overpoweringly
strong front four:Tom Crockett,
Richard Toth, Dan Ayres, and
Tom Easen should be even more
formidable this year with

another season of experience
under their belts.
The Blue Jays, on the other

hand, will be seeking to regain
the MAC Southern Division flag
that they lost last year to
Moravian. Coach Dennis Cox
promises a "balanced attack" for
his first game at the helm of the
Jays, adding, "We're going to
play possession-type offense.
We're not going to rely on tricks,
but on good old tough,
fundamental football."
Cox announced a tentative

starting lineup Tuesday for the
season opener. Although many -
of the names are familiar, only
offensive right tackle Mike
Malloy will be back at his old
position from the starting lineup
that opened against Muhlenberg
last September. Sam Palmisano
will be at center, Norm Gross
and Joe Ouslander at guard,
Barry Van Orman, along with
Malloy, at tackle, with Mike
Bogdan the tight end and Grant
Shevchik the wide receiver. Jack
Thomas will be lining up behind
Palmisano at quarterback, with
Pat Neary, Jim Ferguson, and
co-captain Butch Robey the
running backs.
The defensive line, from left

to right, shapes up with
co-captain Eric "Bazooka"
Bergofsky, Mike O'Brien, Gross,
and Ferguson. Palmisano, Chuck
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Pinsky, Gunter Glocker, and
Shevchik comprise the
linebacking corps: Harry
Stringer, Bill Nolan, and safety
Tim Weglicki the secondary.
Cox expressed his objectives

for tomorrow as twofold. "What
I want to do with the first game

is win it. My second objective is
to play as many people as
possible while doing it. The
more people who play early, the
more depth we're going to have
later in the year." The freshmen,
according to Cox, will mostly be
used on the kickoff teams. Jack

Squad laces first test tomorrow

IHopkins students,eat at:
new and old

Pecora's
Restaurant

for the Finest Italian Food in town

I 3320 Greenmount Ave.
SPAGHETTI MEALS CARRY OUT SERVICE

PIZZA PIE A SPECIALTY CALL 889-3831

Introducing stationery
for people who think
saving a tree is important.
Earthnotes is 100% recycled quality stationery. It's made entirely
from waste material. Trash.

Using recycled paper saves trees, reduces pollution, and cuts
down on waste.
But recycling only works when there is a demand for waste material.
And this demand is created only when people buy recycled products.

By buying Earthnotes, and other recycled paper products, you create
a market for recycled paper. And help to save more trees.

Each box contains 50 Monarch size sheets, 30 matching
envelopes and 30 "Save- a-Tree"
stickers so you can spread the buy
recycling message. It's available
in white or pastel "earth colors".

and help save-a-tree

Andrews / Nelson / Whitehead
7 Laight Street

New York, New York 10013 CIO
a Bo.se Cascada
Divia.on

SCHEDULE OF GRADUATE SCHOOLS RECRUITING AT HOPKINS
DURING OCTOBER

(Seniors Only)

THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA — Columbus School of Law - Tues, Oct. 5
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY — Grad. School of Management - Mon, Oct. 11
(morning only)
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO — Grad. School of Business - Tues, Oct. 12
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA — Grad. School of Business Adm. - Wed, Oct. 13
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY — Grad. School of Business Adm. - Mon, Oct. 18
BOSTON UNIVERSITY — School of Law - Tues, Oct.26

Coulter will probably see some
action at defensive halfback, and
Curtis Johnson might be used at
either offensive tackle or "fritz"
linebacker.
Cox pointed with pride to "an

lexcellent" kicking game headed
by Thomas. The sophomore
from Towson can punt, kick off,
and placekick if called upon,
with Ferguson and freshman
Ken Tashiro in reserve.
Meanwhile, the Coach hopes
that extra work on the passing
game and offensive line this past
week will have brought these
phases of the attack in line.
"The outcome of the game is

going to be determined by the
number of mistakes we make"
Cox foresaw. "If we can reduce to
a minimum our mistakes, then
we will win the game."
The contest will be carried

live over WJHU (830 AM). Air
coverage begins at 1:45 p.m.

A professional
ABORTION
that is safe,
legal &•

inexpensive
can be set up on an

outpatient basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy

Educational Service, Inc.

215-722-5360
24 hours-7 days

for professional, confidential
and caring help.

utstanding new
Penguins now at

your campus bookstore
THE NON-MEDICAL USE OF DRUGS: Interim Report
of the Canadian Government Commission of Inquiry. A
very human survey of today's drug scene in all its aspects.
Considers alcohol and tobacco as well as marihuana,
hashish, LSD, heroin, and "speed," and concludes with
some surprising recommendations. $1.65

THE SACRED PIPE: Black Elk's Account of the Seven
Rites of the Oglala Sioux. Recorded and edited by Jo-
seph Epos Brown. The ancient religion of the Sioux Indians
as disclosedby the only qualified priest still alive when this
material was gathered. Shows how the Sioux have come to
terms with God, nature, and their fellow men. $1.45

BORN IN TIBET. ChOgyam Trungpa as told to Esme
Cramer Roberts. With a foreword by Marco Pa//is. The
early life and escape from the Chinese communists of a•
young tulku of Tibet. His story reveals a deep Buddhist
compassion and spirituality. $1.95

HAVANA JOURNAL. Andrew Salkey. A firsthand account
— by a Jamaican novelist — of the effects of the revolu-
tion in Cuba on bureaucrats, merchants, intellectuals,
housewives, and peasants. $1.65

AID AS IMPERIALISM. Teresa Hayter. A highly controver-
sial critique of the role of foreign aid in Latin America.
$1.45

AGONY AT EASTER. Thomas M. Coffey. A minute-by-
minute report on the bizarre and tragicomic events of the
1916 Irish uprising. $1.65

THE CHICANOS: Mexican American Voices. Edited by
Edward W. Ludwig and James Santibanez. An anthology
of writings by and about Mexican Americans. $1.95

PE\C„I\ 300 \CTo sign up for an interview, please come to the Placement Bureau in
the attic of Homewood House. Catalogs about these graduate programs are
available at the Placement Bureau. 7110 Ambassador Rd: Baltimore, Md 21207
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Baltimore City Fair Opens DowntownToday
By WARREN GULIN

The Baltimore City Fair will
be held for the second time
starting today at Centre Plaza
and Pier two. 500,000 fun-loving
people are expected to visit the
booths and displays set up by 47
corporations, several non-profit

organizations and a host of
ethnic groups. Here, they will
sample food peculiar to Greece,
Lithuania and Poland browse
through promotion phamphlets '
and struggle with cryptic puzzles
provided by our own Johns
Hopkins

Crowds at last year's fair

The three day fete will begin
Friday at twelve o'clock with a
parade lead by Joe Frazier of
fisticuff fame. Frazier's own
band, The Knockouts, will play
during the Fair along with
Charlie Byrd, a celebrated jazz
guitarist.

Performances
Towson State, Morgan State

and the Peabody Institute plan
to present programs centering on
the performing arts; the
Baltimore Symphony will play
classical selections.

Art "expertizing," a service of
the Baltimore Museum of Art,
will identify and appraise
heirlooms submitted by
interested fairgoers. A fireworks
display, courtesy of The Shaefer
Brewing Co. will be launched
from a barge in Baltimore
Harbor. The bureaucratic aspect
of the Fair was handled by the
Baltimore City Fair Commission,
an energetic group of volunteers
who have handled corporation
grants, and community groups

Youth Voters 

Psychology Runs Survey
By BRUCE STEVENSON
The Psychology Department

has offered a new course this
year, Young Voter Survey, that
will poll the newly enfranchised
18-year-olds and attempt to
determine their role in upcoming
elections.

The new offering meets for
one hour a week and each
individual enrolled in the course
is to determine the number of
credits he feels he deserves,
based on the hours of outside
work put in.

Views of Government

The course, headed by Bert
Skellie, a graduate student, has
about ten members at this point,
Dr. Robert Athanasiou,
Psychology, is the faculty
sponsor.

Class member John Crofford,
a sophomore, says that he joined
the course because he has
worked in campaigns before and
is interested in seeing how young
voters view the governmental
system.
"I also would like to know if

there really is a widespread
dissatisfaction with the way the
government works."

Scallie added, "We may also
poll unregistered young voters."

Preparation

Until October 3, the class will
be reading various books on
survey techniques and examining
different questionaires. Through
these readings they will
determine the main objectives of
their polling and the form of the
questionnaire.

From October 4 to December
5 they will set the specific
questions that the students will
ask the voters. They will then
make up a rough draft of the
survey and begin a small sample
poll. The make-up of the sample
has yet to be determined.

The rest of the time remaining
in the semester will be spent
working up a final version of the
poll.

The actual poll will be
conducted during the
minimester, although no class
member will be committed to
interview during January.

Analysis of the results of the
poll will take up most of the
second semester, with
preparations for the May 5
Baltimore City election.

for the last six months.
One of the staff members,

Beth Hoffman, said of the Fair,
"It's such a beautiful thing.
People give of themselves and
work together. There's
something for everyone here."

For Children
A general admission fee of

one dollar will be charged to
defer electrical contracting
costs. The large projected
turnout should prevent a repeat
of last years $14,000 deficit.
For those people with

children in tow, a puppet show
run by the Bob Brown
Marionette Theatre will retell
that venerable bedtime story,
Cinderella. The U.S.F.
Constellation will be open to the
public for the low price of one
dollar.

Dea Kline, Hopkins Director
of Community Relations who
helped organize this year's Fair
is seeking students to man the
Universities booth and answer
questions posed by curious
celebrants. Choice photographs
of the Homewood campus and
the Medical institutions will

supplement descriptive
brochures in revealing Johns
Hopkins many sides to the
public.

The athletically inclined will
have the opportunity to embark
on a "Bike Hike" leaving Pratt
and Light Streets at 9 a.m. and
returning at noon. Those who
spurn extended walks will
appreciate the shuttle between
Charles Center and Pier two,
involving a turn of the century
trolley and a British
double-decker bus.

One of the most interesting
displays will feature instruction
in the art of basket weaving.
Patient Indians will guide the
hands of earnest tourists in
hopes of passing their vanishing
skill.

If you would like to visit an
ideal community of volunteers,
artists and performers, sample
delecacies from the far corners
of the globe and learn new skills,
come to the Fair. Take a deep
draught of Baltimore; you'll be
glad you did.

Live music again to be featured this year

FOR SALE
42 noses (squeak when squeezed. cute!)
I (one) bus (with complete climate control)
Inflatable shoes (we never use them anymore)
Contact Phil, or Phil
Shibboleth, New Jersey

Veterans Tap Dance Administration
"But It's Really Great Shit"

Where to Buy It
CLEANERSPLACESTO EAT BOOKS . ' ERCHANDISE ,MISCELLANEOUS

The Aquarian Age Bookstore
SERVICE PHOTO I Jcpil Car Sale & Service

Complete Bachelor Service'

WAVERLY LAUNDROMAT
3330 Greenmount Avenue

467-2123

Mexican Food - Cocktails

TIJUANA TACOS
occult & new age books POSTERS B & W COLOR

20 x 24 FROM YOUR PRINT OR NEG.

EUROPEAN AUTO CLINIC
5806 York Rd.

York Rd. nr. Belvedere
435-9858

813 N. Charles Street
752-5014 . KODAK PROCESSING

Hour PRINTS

323-1653
V W - Renault - Peugeot

Books-Used & Rare
24 Hour SLIDES-48 Specialists

•
DRUGS..,

for all your drug store needs

GREENWAY PHARMACY

Charles & 34th Streets

_ 235-5830

5-1.? p.m., Closed Monday
Old & Out-of-print CUSTOM B&W MAGNETS

RESTAURANT OXFORD John P. Gach
MATTE FINISH—CONTACT SHEETS

SPECIAL ENLARGING & CROPPING
for

Home, Science, & Industry
Serving the finest food on land
Special rates for groups!!

Order in

3322 Greenmount
467-4344

FILMS KODAK--AGFA

H & W CONTROL
Over 1 million in stock
Custom orders welcome

advance
3312 Greenmount Ave. BOOK FAIR ALL DARKROOM AIDS & CHEMISTRN

JOBMASTER CORP.
9010 Liberty Rd.

Pizzas, Late Night Snacks 3121 St. Paul Phone 235-6296
655-1400_Randallstown

PLACES TO EAT

PECORA'S

3320 Greenmount

Greeting Cards
Paperback Books

Stationery -Gifts  

Open Mon-Sat 9:30am-9pm

AR-BOSE-DYNA-GARRARD-DUAL-KLH
Competitive Pricing

HI-FIDELITY CENTRE
317 W. Franklin neer Howard

Visiting Baltimore? Stay at

TOWSON EAST MOTEL
1507 E. Joppa Road

MANDARIN HOUSE
For the finest in

I 

American and Chinese
Cuisine, eat at the
3501 St. Paul St

752-1664 Reservations: 301-825-5800
. 88.9-3 83 1 MERCHANDISE Thrifty Itent-a-car Agency_

24 hr. color processing
A Favorite Rondo: WU

for Hopkins Man

- - JIMMY WU'S
-: NEW

CHINA INN
Cherie* Street iie4ovi 25th

-. collectors gallery, ltd.
6239 falls road
baltimore, md. 21209
823-2727

graphic art

prints posters

color prints at .19ii

ZEPP PHOTO
3042' Greenmount

.Special discounts to Hopkins
People

JAY'S SMOKE SHOP
For all your

Cigar, Pipe, & Tobacco
needs.

408 W. Cold Spring Lane

Eat-in, Carry-out

IN'S
3121 St. Paul Street


